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STEWART LAW GROUP OFFERS FREE WORKSHOP

Attorneys aim to help women business owners
By Maria Adolphs

Special Contributor

A

my Stewart, as a leader of a woman-owned
business, said she feels
a sense of obligation to help
other women thrive.
“Women are leaving their
respective professions in
droves because they don’t
have the tools they need to
succeed,” the Bluffview resident said. “It’s up to us to create a strong community that
builds others up and guides
them in finding their own
voice and message to drive
their business.”
One of the ways she seeks to
do that is through education.
Her Dallas company, Stewart Law Group, formerly
Stewart|Bradbury, will host a
free D.Y.O.B. (Drive Your Own
Business) workshop in January for women business owners and attorneys.
The workshop will feature
business consultant Kate Burda, who will talk about business development, digital marketing, process and customer
engagement, meta-trends, and
quick to apply strategies.
“What is so important for us
is that we empower women to
be these transformative leaders,” Burda said.
Stewart will focus at the
seminar on providing a game
plan of business development success.
From the collegiate basketball court to the courtroom, she has picked up valu-
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able skills: from discipline,
creating and executing a
game plan, and working in a
team environment, to maintaining a “game face” in highstress situations.
“Women need to learn to
generate their own business
so they can guide their own
careers… [and] use their natural abilities to build their book
of business,” Stewart said.
She and Sarah Bradbury,
of University Park, founded
the firm in 2017 and wanted
to create a place that, “uplifts
women throughout the legal profession and celebrates
their successes, because if one
succeeds, we all succeed in
the long term,” Stewart said.
Stewart also wanted to

create an environment that
helps women thrive no matter
where they are in their personal or professional life. For
example, Michelle Spillman,
senior counsel at Stewart Law
Group, returned to practice
law after a five-year break to
raise her children.
Spillman, who lives in University Park, said she no longer
thinks navigating a career means
“climbing the ladder,” but rather
a jungle gym with paths that are
not necessarily linear.
To other mothers that
want to enter the professional
world again, Spillman’s advice
is to go for it.
“Although it can be scary,
and you may feel unqualified,
the years spent at home aren’t
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wasted,” she said. “You will be
a valuable asset to any firm or
company.”

D .Y. O . B .
WHAT: The Drive Your
Own Business workshop for
women business owners and
lawyers features businessowner Kate Burdha and
leaders of the sponsoring
Dallas firm, the Stewart Law
Group.
WHEN: 5-7 p.m. Jan. 22
WHERE: One Arts Plaza,
1722 Routh Street, Suite 100
COST: Complimentary,
but reservations required
by Jan. 17. Email sblaw@
stewartbradbury.com.

